We study the class of analytic ideals on the set of natural numbers ordered under Tukey reducibility. We consider mostly structural issues: characterization of ideals which are Tukey above w"', extremal elements for the class of analytic P-ideals, etc. We prove that this class is very rich by embedding into it (P(N), (I,). We also study ideals associated to classical Banach spaces and ideals of compacts sets in a Polish space. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Introduction

Given two directed sets (D, < ) and (E, <) we say that D is Tukey reducible to E
if there exists a function f : D + E which maps unbounded subsets of D to unbounded subsets of E. In this case we write D GE. As shown by Tukey [27] , the existence of such a reduction is equivalent to the existence of a function g : E + D which maps cofinal subsets of E to cofinal subsets of D. Such a function y is called conceryent. The associated equivalence relation D G E iff D <E and E <D is called Tukq> equiralence or cqjinal similarity and the equivalence classes are called cqjinal types. It was shown by Tukey [27] and Day [8] that two directed sets are equivalent iff they can be embedded as cofinal subsets of a single directed set.
The original motivation for the above definitions comes from the Moore-Smith theory of convergence in general topological spaces. In [22] Todorcevic [24] has shown that under the Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA) any directed set of size N1 is cofinally similar to one of these. Moreover, he also showed that there are 2N1 different cofinal types of cardinality the continuum. Therefore, some additional axioms of set theory are necessary for the above classification result. In [25] he continues this work by classifying, also under PFA, oriented systems of cardinality at most NI.
Since most natural directed sets appearing in Classical Analysis are simply definable,
i.e. Bore1 or analytic, it was natural to ask, as was done in [25] , if it is possible to classify all such directed sets under Tukey reducibility with a (possible) additional requirement that the reduction maps be Borel. The first work in this direction was done by Fremlin in the late 1980s who observed that some known ZFC results on cardinal invariants related to measure and category can be stated more clearly using the notion of Tukey reduction. He reformulated the result of Bartoszynski [l] and Raisonnier and Stern [21] saying that the additivity of the ideal Jlr of null sets of reals is at most the additivity of the ideal J&' of meager sets to the statement that J# is Tukey reducible to Jf. In [lo] he initiated a more systematic study of the Tukey ordering of ideals appearing in Measure Theory. A rich and complex structure began to emerge shedding light on well-known results and also providing a framework in which new interesting questions can be asked. This amounts to a change of the point of view, from independence results on cardinal invariants of the continuum to ZFC results on the Tukey ordering between the associated directed sets. A similar unifying approach to cardinal invariants was taken by Vojtas [28] .
In this paper we continue this work by studying the Tukey ordering of analytic ideals on o, the set of natural numbers. While this does not capture all interesting analytic directed sets it allows us to avoid independence results. Moreover, most simply definable directed sets are w-Tukey equivalent to an ideal on o (the definition of an w-Tukey reduction is obtained by replacing unbounded by a-unbounded in the original definition) and their cardinal invariants at least in the case of o-directed sets can be related to those of the associated ideal. We will be interested in structural questions such as the existence of minimal or maximal elements in the Tukey ordering of certain classes of analytic ideals as well as the place of some natural ideals in this ordering. The original motivation for this work comes from the study of Polish group actions and definable equivalence relations, i.e. the theory of dtlfinable cardinality (see [3] ).
Indeed, the emerging structure is highly related to the analogous structure of Bore1 equivalence relations under Bore1 reducibility.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains basic definitions and preliminary results. In Section 2 we study the special place of (cc)"', <) in the Tukey ordering.
We prove a dichotomy result characterizing when an ideal on n> is Tukey above (rj"'. In Section 3 we consider extremal analytic P-ideals. We derive from the work of Fremlin [lo] and Solecki [23] that IT is the maximal such ideal. Previously Todorcevic [26] has shown that Q"' is a minimal analytic P-ideal which is not countably generated. We deduce this result as an immediate consequence of Solecki's characterization of such ideals. In Section 4 we show that the structure (9. < ) of analytic P-ideals under the Tukey reducibility is very rich by embedding the ordering of (9((o), i" ! into it. This answers a question of Todorcevic [25] . We use the same construction used by the authors in [20] to prove the analogous result for the structure of Bore1 equivalence relations ordered under Bore1 reducibility. We use a classical theorem of Blumbcrg [5] which says that for an arbitrary function f from a Polish space X to a separable metric space Y there is a dense subset D of X such that the restriction of .f to D is continuous. Section 5 contains the study of natural ideals associated to classical Banach space /,,. for 1 d p d cxj, as well as CO. We answer a question of Fremlin [lo] by showing that 1: is not Tukey reducible to the ideal 9 of sets of asymptotic density zero although the two ideals have the same cardinal invariants. In Section 6 we collect some known facts about a-ideals of compact sets. In Section 7 we consider ideals of closed sets of bounded Cantor-Bendixson rank and show that this gives a strictly decreasing sequence of Bore1 ideals in the Tukey ordering which are incomparable to 1;. Finally, Section 8 contains some open problems and directions for further research. In this paper we shall be interested in analytic ideals on w, the set of all natural numbers. Given such an ideal 9 we shall consider the directed set (9, &), ordered by inclusion. Notice that 9 is always complete and a subset X of 9 is bounded iff U XE9. Many examples of simply definable directed sets come from the study of measure and category. The Tukey ordering on these directed sets was studied by Fremlin [lo] .
Definitions and basic facts
Recall that J?' denotes the ideal of meager sets of reals, .9 the ideal of closed nowhere dense sets of reals, J' the ideal of null sets of reals, 1: denotes the directed set of positive absolutely summable series with the coordinate-wise ordering, Q denotes the ideal of closed measure zero sets of reals, and 3 denotes the ideal of subsets of w of density zero. Finally, we will consider two orderings on UP, the everywhere dominance < and the eventual dominance d *. We now state some results from [lo] . (A) (UP ) d ") E,,, (CP, < ). has the property that any weakly bounded subset is bounded. Suppose now that 9 is the union of K weakly bounded sets, say Y:, for t<lc. The preimage of each 3~ is bounded in co"' by, say, 9~. Therefore, {g;: [<K} is a dominating family in w"' and thus, ti 2 d.
(+) Let us assume that 3 is not the union of less than d weakly bounded sets. Without loss of generality we may assume that 3 contains all finite sets. Identify 9
with an analytic subset of (0, 1)" via characteristic functions and fix a subtree T of (0 x (0, l})<C'l coding a closed subset [T] of w"' x (0, 1}"' whose projection to the second coordinate is 9. We define an infinite game with perfect information g(4) as follows: Case 1: Player I has a winning strategy, say cr. In this case we assign to each s^icf, for some fEX} is infinite. Then {A,y,;: i E Z} is an infinite subset of xy, which is strongly unbounded. It follows that the union of {A,*i: i E Z} is X-positive and therefore so is U{A I : ,f' E A'}.
Case 2: Player II has a winning strategy 0. In this case we will show that .f contains a strongly unbounded set of cardinal@ d. It then follows that any directed set D of cofinality at most d is Tukey reducible to .f.
For an ordinal r let (z x o)< "I denote the tree of all pairs (s,t) where s is a finite increasing sequence of ordinals less than r and t is a sequence of integers of the same length. The ordering is coordinate-wise extension. We shall construct recursively for each l<d a member Al of Y, and for each (s, t) in ( (1 ) if (s, t) < (s', t') then z,%,~ is an initial segment of r,/.,f.
(2) r,,, is obtained by playing against cs in such a way that at the ith move the second coordinate of I's play is t(i) and II's response is A,,,,, for all i < Is(.
Suppose that A; has been defined for all < <(, together with s,,~ for all (s. t ) in (c( x CJ1)C"" such that (1) and (2) are satisfied. We show that there exists an A in .P and for each (s, t) in (x x CO)<"" and k, a strongly unbounded set L%',.i.h. I/ containing A such that if at position z,~,~ I plays (~,.,,k,~,k) then o responds by choosing A. We then set A, equal to A and r;,_i.i; = TV.,-((~\.,.~.r,k),A).
Then clearly (1) and (2) will be preserved.
To show that A and I/t^ ,.r.~.r exist assume otherwise. Let us say that a triple (s, t, k ) is bud for A if there is no strongly unbounded set X containing A such that if at position r,., I plays (.:F, k) then (r responds by A. Let .a ,.,, k,7 be the set of all A E .f such that (s, t, k) is bad for A. Then The above result raises the possibility that every analytic ideal which is not countably generated is Tukey above ~9". However this is not the case.
Example 1. We now give an example of an F, ideal Yp which is not countably generated but is the union of countably many weakly bounded sets. It follows that Y* is incomparable with o.Y and that -l"p" is strictly above _u'p. _y"p is the ideal of sets of polynomial growth. More precisely, 9$ = {A: there is c such that card (A n 2') 6 nc, for all n 3 2).
Clearly $ is F, and is not countably generated. Let us see that for every c > 0 the set & = {A: card (A n 2") < nc, for every n} is weakly bounded. Let (A,), be a sequence of elements of &. By passing to a subsequence if necessary we may assume that it converges to a set A in the topology obtained by identifying 9(o) with (0, l}w via characteristic functions. By passing to a subsequence one more time we may also assume that A, n 2" = A n 2", for all II. But then the set B = U, A, belongs to 9c+l. Hence every infinite sequence of elements of ,aC contains an infinite subsequence whose union is in _u"p. It is likely that the above result can be improved to say that an analytic ideal is Tukey above oYU iff it is not the union of countably many weakly bounded sets. The following result shows that it suffices to prove this for F, ideals.
Theorem 2. Suppose 9 is an analytic ideal such that CO" is not Tukey reducible to 9. Then 9 is F,.
Proof. We may assume that 9 properly contains the Frechet ideal. Let [w] < w be the tree of finite sets of integers ordered by initial segments. Fix a downward closed subtree Case 1 I has a winning strategy CT. In this case we show that 4 is F,. Observe that II has only countably many possible moves, so the collection .9 of weakly bounded sets which (T can play at any finite position of the game is at most countable. Note also that if S is a weakly bounded set then the closure ?? of E is contained in 4. We claim that every infinite set in 9 belongs to F", for some Y in 9. Otherwise there is an infinite set A E 9 not belonging to this union. Pick an infinite branch {(a,, b,,)},, of T such that A = U{an: n <w}.
Consider now the run of the game in which I follows (T and at each stage of the game II chooses some (an,b,) extending his previous move and such that a, is not in the current weakly bounded set $7 played by I. This can always be done since A does not belong to the closure of X. Clearly, II can play infinitely many moves and win this game. Contradiction.
Case 2 II has a winning strategy cr. In this case we show that w" is Tukey reducible to 9. For eachsEw<"' we define a play z.~ in Y,(X) of length 21~1 in which II follows 0 such that letting (a,y,b,5) be the last move of II in r,s we have:
(1) if s c t then z,< is an initial segment of r,, (2) the family {ar.,l: n -c co} is strongly unbounded, for every s E Ok'". Since { (0, trf7 b, 14 In is the sequence of moves of II in a run of the game in which he follows c it follows that q(a) belongs to Y. Using the fact that for each s E w<"' the set {a,,-,: n <o} is strongly unbounded one shows easily that cp is a Tukey reduction. 
Extremal P-ideals
In this section we study the Tukey ordering of analytic P-ideals on w. Recall that an ideal on o is a P-ideal if it is countably directed under almost inclusion. We shall need the following characterization theorem of analytic P-ideals due to S. Solecki [23] . As an immediate consequence we see that all analytic P-ideals are actually F,a.
Solecki [23] has used this theorem together with previous work of Kechris-Louveau
[ 171 to characterize analytic P-ideals as the only ideals admitting a Polish group topology, where the group operation is symmetric difference. We now present a simple proof of a result of Todorcevic [26] which establishes that there is a Tukey least analytic P-ideal above o.
Theorem 4. Let 4 be an analytic P-ideal which is not g-generated. Then co'!' is Tukey reducible to 4.
Proof. We shall prove the equivalent statement saying that there is an isotone map from _% to a cofinal subset of c. We claim that X must be finite. Otherwise for each n EX pick a finite subset A,, of w\cc(n+l) in Cn\Cn+l. Let A = U, A,,. By (1) from Theorem 3 it follows that U,,, A, belongs to C,, for every n, and therefore A E 9. On the other hand, q(A)(n + 1) > cc(n + 1 ), for every n EX, contradicting the fact that c( bounds &A) almost everywhere. Now fix any n > supX. By the fact that the set C,, nY(o\a(n + 1)) is contained in C',+i and (1) from Theorem 3 it follows that it is closed under finite and therefore arbitrary unions. If we let A,, be its union we have moreover that A,\a(m + 1) = A,, and therefore belongs to C&, for every m 3 n. Thus, 4 is generated by {A,,}n over the Frechet ideal. Contradiction. 0
It is well-known (see [4] ) that any unbounded analytic directed set in cuO"' consisting of increasing functions is actually cofinal in < *. By a result of Kunen [ 181 there is an integer k such that R is dominating on w\k under everywhere dominance. Thus, if we define $ from .f to LC)'" by $(A)(n) = cp(A)(n + k)
we obtain the desired isotone map onto a cofinal subset of 0'". C
As a corollary we now obtain the following fact.
Proposition 2. If 9 is an analytic P-ideal which is not countably generated then ,P"'
is Tukey equivalent to 9.
Proof. Clearly 9 is Tukey reducible to 9". We need to define a reduction from .1"' to 4. For a given sequence (A,), of elements of 4, using the fact that 9 is a P-ideal,
we can find an A in .f such that A, C* A, for all n. Moreover, using Theorem 3, such an A can be found in a Bore1 way. Define the function ,f by:
Now define cp((A,),,) = (f,A).
Then cp is a Tukey reduction from 9"' to w"' x 4. On the other hand, by Theorem 4, w'" is Tukey reducible to 4 and therefore 9"' is Tukey redicible to 4 x .Y which is equivalent to 9. 0
Looking for a maximum analytic P-ideal in the Tukey ordering one observes the following. First, Fremlin [lo, Theorem 2B] proved that if 9' is a directed set carrying a complete separable metric with a supremum function which is uniformly continuous then 9 is Tukey reducible to 1:. On the other hand, the result of Solecki [23] mentioned above shows that if 9 is an analytic P-ideal then 4 carries such a metric. Therefore, every analytic P-ideal is Tukey reducible to Z: whose type can itself be represented by such an ideal. We now present another example of a maximal analytic P-ideal. The proof of its maximality is fairly simple modulo the above result of Solecki and does not appeal to the result of Fremlin. Let &(~a) be the set of subsets of cu x o with finite vertical sections such that letting A(n) be the nth vertical section of A then lim card(A(n)) = o. ,I 2"
Clearly, #(CO) is a Bore1 P-ideal.
Theorem 5. Let .F be an analytic P-ideal. Then 4 is Tukey reducible to #(co).
Proof. Fix a sequence {C,}n which generates 9 as in Theorem 3. By passing to a subsequence we can assume that for every n,
(1') C,,+l ii.. ii C,,+l C C,,, where the union is taken 22'z+'-times. Thus q(A) is the graph of a function in w" and hence belongs to $(~a). We have to
show that q maps unbounded sets in 9 to unbounded sets in Y(Q).
Given BE f(q), we can find ko such that card(B(n)) 6 2", for all n > kO. Define for each n T, = {(i,j): i E B(n), j E B(n + l), e\fi E Cn+i}.
Then by (l+) it follows that the set G,, = u{e\4: (Cj) E T,).
belongs to C,, for each II 2 ks. Then, by applying (1) and (2) from Theorem 3 it follows that the set
IC/(B) = /J{e: i E B(ko)} u U{G,: n > ko} belongs to 4. We now have that if A is in 9 and q(A) C B then A C $(B). Therefore cp is a Tukey reduction from 9 to Y(Q). 0
Remark. Observe that the above proof shows more than we claimed. Given an analytic P-ideal $ we can associate to each member A of 9 a subset q(A) of o x w which is a graph of a function such that if B is a subset of o x o such that B(n) has size at most 2", for almost all n, the set of all A in 9 such that p(A) is contained in B is bounded in 9. This observation will be used in Section 5 to show that #(co) is equivalent to several P-ideals associated to the space Ii of absolutely summable real valued series and therefore all these ideals are maximum analytic P-ideals in the Tukey ordering.
Many cofinal types
In this section we show that the structure (9, <) of all analytic P-ideals ordered by Tukey reducibility is very rich by embedding 9(o) ordered under almost inclusion into it. As a consequence we see that any partial ordering of size < Ni can be embedded into 9. We use the same construction as in [20] where it was shown that (Y(o), C*) can be embedded into the structure (8, < ) of all Bore1 equivalence relations under Bore1 reducibility. The difference is that in the present case we have to deal with arbitrary Tukey reductions, and not only the Bore1 ones. Therefore, the proof will be somewhat different from the one in [20] . The key lemma is a classical result of Blumberg [5] which says that for any function f from a Polish space X to a separable metric space there is a dense subset D of X such that f 1 D is continuous.
Theorem 6. The structure (P(o), C*) can be embedded in (P', <>.
Before we begin the proof let us repeat the relevant definitions from [20] . Fix two increasing sequences of natural numbers (a,,), and (b,,) To each subset X of o we associate a sequence (X(n)),,,., of finite sets where X(n) =X n I,,. For every n we define the n-norm on P(U) as follows:
The main property of the n-norm which will be used in the proof is the following inequality which is easily verified. For any sets X0,. ,Yv_ i
I/u !I
X log N II I <II < sup //4u,//n + a,,.
I < k (*)
To each infinite subset S of w we associate an ideal ,Ys defined by
If we define where a denotes the symmetric difference, then ds on Xs. Note that if S is almost included in T then associated A f' IT is a Tukey reduction from 9s to .Yr prove the following.
is a complete separable metric the function which to A in .a;
Thus, we will be done once we
Lemma 1. Assume that 3~ is Tukey reducible to XT. Then S is almost included in T
Proof. Assume towards contradiction that S \ T is infinite and there is a Tukey reduction cp from Xs to 3~. Let Xs denote the set of all A in Ys such that A(n)
is a singleton, for all n E S. For A E X, and n < w let A r n denote A n m,, There is an obvious bijection between nnES I, amd X, which to a function associates its range. Thus via this identification Xs can be viewed as a compact metric space and cp ]xy is a map from this space to &, which is a separable metric space with the metric dr.
Therefore by Blumberg's theorem [5] 
Claim. For every integer k and E > 0 there is a jinite set Z C D and there is n E S \ k such that
Proof. Using Let E be one of these spaces. For a subset A of c!) x CC) with finite vertical sections let A(n) be the nth vertical section and define supA A(n)= -.
I/ U.&link > 1 and d7((~(A),UdZd) d 2-k.
2"
Let X(E) be the set of all subsets A of w x w with finite vertical sections such that 2 belongs to E. Then 4(E) is a Bore1 ideal Tukey equivalent to a cofinal subset of E +, the set of positive sequences in E, ordered coordinatewise.
Thus, from the point of view of the Tukey ordering Ei can be identified with a Bore1 ideal on tc). To each such E we can associate two more Bore1 ideals in the following way. Given a subset A of o x o with finite sections let
Let f(E)
be the set of all A with finite vertical sections such that A is in E and let yh(E) be the set of all A such that A(n) is contained in 2" and A is in E. Note that &h(lCX) has a maximal element. For E other than /,9(E) is Tukey reducible to yh (E) via the map which to a set A in 9(E) associates the set { (n,m): m ,< min(2", supA(n) and 2'(E) is Tukey reducible to f(E) via the identity map. We first look at the ideals associated to I,=. Observe that the constant integer valued functions form a cofinal set in I', and therefore this directed set has type o. On the other hand the ideal yh(loc) is trivial. Finally, we have the following easy fact. It is easy to see that this q works. Moreover, notice that a positive sequence (a,),, belongs to II iff the sequence ((a,)' 'p), belongs to lp. Therefore, all directed sets I,*, for 1 <p <CC, are equivalent to B(Q). It follows that the ideals y(I,) are also cofinally similar to #(CO).
We mention also the following minor variant of 1:. Given a sequence of positive reals a in co\ll define the ideal 9(Z) as follows:
A E4(6) iff CC(n)< +x. IIEA By a similar argument to the one above one can show that 4(Z) has the cofinal type of 1:. The only question which is not answered by the above considerations is the relationship between J?(Q) and #'(co). This question, in the version whether 1: is Tukey reducible to the density 0 ideal, was asked by Fremlin [lo, 111. In the following theorem, which is the main result of this section, we show that the answer is negative. The proof is similar to the one in Section 3 and relies again on Blumberg's theorem [5] and the Pigeon Hole Principle. It is interesting to note, as was shown by Fremlin (unpublished) , that ZT and 9 have the same cardinal characteristics. This is easy to see by using the fact that ZT has the cofinal type of B(Q) and that 9' has the type of $"(~a), for any increasing SI E o"', and is Tukey above w"'.
Theorem I. 1; is strictly above 2 in the Tukey ordering.
Proof. Given the previous remarks it suffices to show that there is no Tukey reduction cp from 2(ca) to f'(co). Suppose towards contradiction that such a cp exists and note that cY" is a subset of Y(Q) since we identify a function and its graph. Proof. Using the continuity of q r D find n > k such that for every a in D if a t n = CIO t n then Now for each i pick pi ED extending ~(0 r n U {(n, i)} and set X; = q(pi). We find an infinite subset T of o such that the sequence {Xi: i E T} converges in the usual topology on 9(w x 0). Let X be the limit of this sequence. It follows that d(q(ao),X)<E/2. Now, we inductively construct li E T and mi, for i <2", as follows. Let 10 be the least element of T and m0 = 0. Given li let m;+l be the least such that for every m >mi+l
Then choose l,+i as the least element 1 of T above li such that Xl t mi+l =X t rn;+l.
This is where we use the fact that the X, belong to ~b(~o). This completes the inductive construction. Finally, set
Z={p,:
i<2"}.
We show that Z satisfies the conclusion of the claim. The first part of the conclusion is obvious. where V and Ua,. . , U,,-1 are open sets in E. If E is compact metrizable, then so is X(E) with the Hausdorff metric defined by:
where d is the metric on E. Note that the function U which to a set L in .X(X(E)) associates its union is continuous. We say that a subset .
compact sets if it is closed under subsets and the union of any countable compact subset of JJ is in 3. Note that this last statement is equivalent to saying that for any sequence {K,: n <CO} of sets in 4 if the union of the K,, is compact then it belongs to .g. Examples of such ideals include X(E) itself, the ideal 9 of closed nowhere dense subsets of a compact space E, the ideal G,, of compact sets of p-measure 0, for a given Bore1 measure p on E, etc. Descriptive set theoretic properties of a-ideals of compact sets were first studied systematically in [ 171 where it was shown, using previous work of Christensen [6, see also 71 , that any analytic a-ideal of compact sets must in fact be Go. Making the usual identification which to a closed subset K of the Cantor space 2"' associates the tree of all initial segments of members of K we can associate to each g-ideal of compact sets in 2'" an ideal on o which has the same cofinal type. Thus, such ideals enter into the context of the present paper. The result of Christensen [6] mentioned above says that X(E) is analytic iff E is a Polish space. It was shown in ]9] that there are exactly 3 cofinal types of this form: if E is compact then N(E) has type 1, if E is locally compact and not compact then .X(E) has type CL), and if E is Polish and not locally compact then ,?T(E) has type oY'. [9] goes further to classify the cofinal types of .X(E) for projective E under the axiom of projective determinacy. We now show that the .X(0"') is the minimum above u among analytic a-ideals of compact sets.
Proposition 5. Let 4 be an analytic a-ideal of compact sets of a Polish space E. If Y is not countably generated then CO" is Tukey reducible to 3.
Proof. By [ 171 we know that Y must be Gg. Let J@ be the associated ideal on cc).
By Theorem 2 we know that if w'!' is not Tukey reducible to f then f is F, which easily implies that 3 must also be F,. Now, by Theorem 9 from [ 171 any a-ideal of compact sets which is both Ga and F, must be of the form X(A), for some A which is locally compact. This implies that 4 has type w.
Another way to prove the same result is the following. Using the fact that Y is Gn we can find a sequence { %,: n < CO} of countable families of open sets in E such that for any K E X(E) K belongs to 9 iff for every n there is U E @,, such that K C: U. For every n, fix an enumeration { U,l,k: k < CO} of a,,. Define a function cp : X--f cd" by letting for a given K E Y
Note that cp is an isotone map whose range R is an analytic subset of o"'. If R is bounded under eventual dominance then 4 must be F, and we can proceed as above to show that 3 has type o. If R unbounded under eventual dominance we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4 to produce an isotone map $ from 3 onto a cofinal subset of w'". 0
This leaves several open questions concerning cofinal types of a-ideals of compact sets. In particular, it is not known if there is a maximum cofinal type among o-ideals of compact sets. It is possible that 9, the ideal of closed nowhere dense subsets of 2'", is such an ideal. It is also not known if there are infinitely many different cofinal types of o-ideals of compact sets. We will come back to these questions in Section 8.
Compact sets of bounded rank
For K a countable compact subset of a separable metric space E let rk(K) denote the Cantor-Bendixson rank of K, that is the least ordinal 4 such that the 5th derivative of K is empty. As is well-known the set {K E S"(E): rk(K) < <} is a Bore1 subset. Now, for E = 2", using the standard identification of closed subsets of 2'" and subtrees of 2'" and a bijection between 2<"' and o this set can be considered as a Bore1 ideal on w. For successor ordinals of the form u] + 1 this ideal has the maximum type for one can easily build a perfect set of disjoint compact countable sets of rank yl. The case of limit ordinals is more interesting. We define for a space E
s?fce)(E) = {K E X(E): rk(K) < wCus}.
If E = 2'" then we write X(c) instead of X(:)(2'"). We now have the following result. Proof. It is enough to prove that for any compact set L consisting of compact sets of rank at most ~7 one has
So suppose that x $! IJ L' ' '. As U L" ) is compact there is a clopen V containing .Y and disjoint from U L (' ). We claim that V n U L is contained in the union of finitely many elements of L. This would end the argument, for then this set has rank at most tl and therefore x does not belong to (U L) ('1). So assume otherwise and pick a sequence (K,,),, of distinct elements of L intersecting V. By going to a subsequence if necessary we may assume that (K,,),, converges to K EL. It follows that K n V # 0 and K EL" I.
Contradiction. L
We now show that if ye <l then &"('I' is not Tukey reducible to .X'-'. Assume otherwise and fix a Tukey reduction cp from ;Y '('7) to ,X'si. Fix an increasing sequence (t,,),, of ordinals converging to (I)"" and for x E 2"' set 3(x) = (K,., 17,) where K, = cp({x}) an n, is the least n such that rk(K,) d [,,. Then $ is a function d from 2"' to the separable metric space X(2"') x o. By Blumberg's Theorem II/ is continuous on some dense subset of 2"', hence is continuous with constant second coordinate II on some D dense in a clopen subset of 2". As D is dense in itself there is a subset Ko of D of rank q + 1. Clearly the set {{.x}: -Y t Ko} is an unbounded set in .X'('l). On the other hand its image LO consists of compact sets of rank at most l,!. As $ is continuous on D Lo is a compact set of rank at most rk(Ka ) = r7 + 1. But then by the Fact rk(u Lo ) <to"" ; i.e. Lo is bounded in .f" '.
Contradiction.
We now show that if y<[ then =W -(jl is Tukey reducible to $"('I'. First note that tr)" is reducible to jr('), for every <. This can either be deduced from Theorem 2 and the fact that NC(') is F, only for t = 0 in which case it is the maximal ideal or can be proved directly. Also, 2" and X(2"')\(0) are homeomorphic so it is enough to reduce .Y(;) to 01 x (!Y x .x"l'(.X (2'9) ).
Pick an increasing sequence (t,), converging to oYO' and for each n a continuous l-1 map 40, from 0'" to X (2") which is onto C,, = {K E X(2"'): rk(K) d t,}, This is possible as the C,, are uncountable Bore1 sets in X(2'"). Then for K E X(s)
is the least y1 such that rk(K) < t,,.
We claim that f is a Tukey reduction. To see this, suppose that A is an unbounded subset of Xc:) and let A be its closure in X(2"'). Since UA = Ud it follows that Uk does not belong to Xcg). If {f,(K): has rank at most n. As the map which to K associates {K} is a homeomorphic embedding of Z(2'") to X(X(2"')), this means that1 has rank at most ye, asds C,. Therefore by the Fact Uk has rank < ~9"' and so A is bounded in K(S). This contradiction finishes the proof of Theorem 8. 0
Remark. For limit ordinals which are not of the form o"" it is not clear where the ideal {K: rk(K) <A} lies in the Tukey ordering. However, using arguments similar to the ones above one can show that for 3, = o" with 0 limit {K: rk(K) < 2) is not maximal and in fact X(O) does not reduce to it.
It is interesting that the ideals Xc<) are incomparable with most of the ideals considered in the previous section. As an example, we show the following incomparability result.
Proposition 6. For any countable 5 the ideal X(t) is incomparable with IT and 8.
Proof. By Theorems 7 and 8 it suffices to show Z? is not reduciable to X(O) and that N(t) is not reducible to I:, for countable 5.
To show the first part suppose towards contradiction that q is a Tukey reduction from 9 to X(O). Again, we consider o" as a subset of ?L? and apply Blumberg's theorem to cp r 09' to obtain a countable subset D of o" which is dense in some clopen nonempty set such that cp r D is continuous and takes values in C,? = {K: r&K) d n}, for some fixed n. Now, by an argument similar the one used in the proof of Theorem 7 there is a sequence (CI, ), in D which is unbounded in 9 and converges to some a in D. By continuity, the sequence {~(a~)}~ converges to &cc). Therefore, the set of {V(G): n <w> u {cp(a)> is a compact subset of C,, of rank at most 1 and therefore its union is bounded in X(O). Contradiction. Since D* is dense in itself it follows that the set {{x}: x E O*} is unbounded in .Y"'-I.
On the other hand, our construction implies that its image under cp is bounded in y( I, ). Thus, cp is not a Tukey reduction. C
Concluding remarks and open questions
We now list some open problems and directions for further research. The following question was already mentioned in the introduction.
Question 1. Suppose (D, <) is a separable Bore1 directed set. Is (D, < ) Tuke), equiualent to a Bore1 ideal on CO?
When studying the Tukey ordering among analytic ideals, or more generally, separable analytic directed sets, we could make an additional restriction that the reduction map be Borel. All known Tukey reductions among Bore1 ideals are of rather low complexity and disproving the existence of a Bore1 Tukey reduction seems as hard as disproving the existence of an arbitrary one. This leads to the following question also mentioned in [lo] . 
Conjecture 4. Let X and f be analytic ideals on CO. If [2(U]<(U is Tukey reducible to 4 x f then it is Tukey reducible to either 9 or $.
As we indicated in Section 6 there are several open problems concerning o-ideals of compact sets. In [lo] it is shown that &, the ideal of compact sets of Lebesgue measure 0 is Tukey reducible to 8. It is possible that in fact any a-ideal of compact sets is Tukey reducible to 9.
Question 3. Is .F the maximum cofinal type among analytic a-ideals of compact sets?
Fremlin's proof goes through if we could find a sequence {%: n <w} of families of open sets in E generating 9 as in the proof of Proposition 5 such that, in addition,
(1) For any n, if U&V',+, and VP&,,+2 then there is Wt?& such that U U V C W.
Finally it is not known if there are many different cofinal types of o-ideals of compact sets. The first part of the following question was also asked in [lo] .
Question 4. Is 9 Tukey reducible to d? Are there any cojinal types of analytic noncountably generated o-ideals of compact sets which are d@erent from oYO and F?
Another direction for further research is the study of the structure of arbitrary Bore1 relations, rather than directed sets, under Tukey reducibility.
Such an approach was already taken by Vojta5 in [28] where many known results on cardinal invariants of the continuum are phrased in the language of Galois-Tukey connections. The profusion of independence results in this area suggests that this structure is immensely complicated.
